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vasiljev@cic-wsc.org
To the chief of the Vehicle Supreme Rads of Ukraine
Pan V. Zaychuk
Dear Pan Zaychuk !
We with satisfaction mark, that it was possible to acquaint with the contents of our cable the
Chairman Supreme Rads of Ukraine V.M.Litvin. His solution allows us more actively to prepare of
the document for consideration by a management(manual) and deputies Supreme Rads of Ukraine
under all our initiatives.
However, I consider(count) indispensable to pay your attention to organizational aspects of our
activity, which one you, as the chief of the VEHICLE SUPREME RADS of Ukraine can evaluate. We
shall be grateful to you for all remarks and guidelines, which one you will send to us.
FINAL STAGE of the INFORMATIONAL - EXPLORATORY PROJECT
1. The implementation of the informational - exploratory project " a World-wide Congress of a
Spiritual Unification on the American continent ", started in 1999 and actively implemented in
2001, 2002 and 2003, has approached a his peak level of development, namely to registration of
Civil International Committee as an international non-governmental agency at the United Nations a
problem for the nearest months.
I address your attention, what is it first scale initiative for last 30 years, which one is comparable to
idea of Roman Club, but which one had more concrete character at the birth and more severe vector
of an intelligently - spiritual directivity even at implementation of first steps организациооной of
implementation.
2. The development of democratic organizational public frames in Eastern Europe has allowed to
execute(come true) practically on a limit of actual capabilities formation of Civil International
Committee (minutes of joint session of a management(manual) of the Azov separation AES&E and
Institute экономико-социокультурных of researches from November 12, 2001). It is difficult to
transmit that atmosphere, which one is felt by(with) the person developing the initiative,
интегрерующую intelligently - spiritual resources(safe lifes) of the Outstanding Persons of a
World, when receives the answers to the sincere letters and reference(reversal). All imperfection of
our CIVILIZATION has an effect in restraint of the majority of the silent spectators. But also all
MAJESTY of the PERSON raises thee on a ridge of waves of hope, when receive the answers from
Europe, Australia, Asia and America. And certainly, the world will decide the problems and the
implementation of our initiatives will join a pure flow of healing, which one already types forces,
despite of all complexities and difficulties.
It is necessary to visit outside the states of Commonwealth (CIS) to feel that nonconfidence, which
one is tested(experienced) by(with) the people to any initiatives, which one go from Eastern
Europe. I had in 2001 to send from Taganrogs more than 1500 letters, that today we managed to
create an international INTERNET - PAGE of Civil International Committee in Spain in Zaragoza.
But correspondence in 2002-2003. With the First Vice-chairman of Civil International Committee,
Dr Ernesto Garcia today takes more than hundred pages of the text. And without this activity on the
part of the Great Spaniard anything it would not be possible to make. You see the doctor Ernesto
not only spends the time, nerves and forces, but also money, earned by him,(it,) for organization of
activity of INTERNET - PAGE of Civil International Committee. Also it is not small money! What
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sincere and high ministering to the people demonstrate the intellectuals of Spain! It is for example
us and we must to give an owing high estimation of such activity and we must give financial and
moral support sincere Work of the intellectuals of Spain, America, Canada, Australia, Indium and
Serbia (Yugoslavia). If we do not made it the path in Europe for us is true will be extremely long.
3. Our general(common) intensive activity 2001-2003. Has allowed us really to leave practically on
the academic frame of Civil International Committee, which one has developed without realization
of theoretical debate and today has absorbed in itself all most valuable, that give international
institutes in the field of creation of intellectual and moral incentives for the outstanding people.
We convert your attention on following:
а) The frame of Civil International Committee practically is completely reflected on INTERNET PAGE CIC. She give stimule of each active worker of Civil International Committee on a
development of creative activity, which one practically at once will be marked by international
public organizations and management(manual) of Civil International Committee.
The committee has two-level frame.
The first level is the members of Civil International Committee. Their biographies are located on
personal pages in a INTERNET - SITE CIC. Each of them has the electronic address in a
INTERNET - SITE CIC. It allows them operatively to communicate among themselves, discussing
all composite problems and problems. They can place materials in section the DOCUMENTS (as
agreed with a managers of CIC) INTERNET - PAGE CIC.
Real by the member CIC may to become the only Outstanding Persons of a World, which one divide
the purposes of Civil International Committee and which one actively support its activity. The
mandatory QUALIFICATION of international AUTHORITY for REAL of the member of Civil
International Committee is a publication of the biography by publishing house " who there is who "
(USA) in issuing " who there is who in a World ".
б) The members of Civil International Committee are the honest citizens of the states of a world,
which one actively work on implementation of the projects of Civil International Committee and
promote achievement of his(its) main(basic) purpose - balanced intelligently - spiritual
development of our CIVILIZATION.
CIC Marina Tuzovskaya (Ukraine) today concerns to such of the active worker the secretary, the
member of scientific advice of Institute of economical and socio-cultural researches Olga
Vladimirovna Vasiljev (Chernyavskaya-Kamaeva-Katholic), student of PriAzov’s State technical
university, graduate painting-drawing of school by Kuindge and studio of the member of the artists
of Ukraine by L.N.Kuzminkov Olga Vasiljev (Ukraine, writer of an emblem CIC), all
monogynopaedium of Dr Ernesto Garcia, which one has represented itself as the first personal
sponsors CIC, all developers of INTERNET - PAGE CIC, translators and teachers of universities of
Spain and Germanium (corrected materials on Internet - page).
All members of Civil International Committee today about 20 persons from seven countries of a
world. This severe our general(common) achievement.
4. Certainly, the frame of Civil International Committee is much easier than organizational frame of
an international public organization, by the solution by which one the Civil International
Committee was generated(set up) (Azov separation AES&E). Really, usual frame of the Azov
separation AES&E, probably, one of most of composite of all public academic organizations which
are generated(set up) in Eastern Europe. She includes seven levels.
а) Honorary member AES&E (till 2000 - AES&E of Russia). This maximum academic rank was for
the Nobel prize Winner Outstanding economist of America and Russia of Wasil Wasilevich
Leontjef.
б) Academician AES&E (up to 2000 - AES&E of Russia). In Ukraine, except for the President of the
chairman of the Azov separation AES&E Valery Vasiljev, this rank only for several present scientific
(Mr. Sharov etc.).
в) Member the correspondent of AES&E (till 2000 - AES&E of Russia). In Ukraines in the
corresponding members AES&E of Russia are selected the professor, Dr econ. E.Saveljev
(Ternopol) and chief by stand Berdyansk University, senior lecturer, cand. hist.cies. I.Lyman. This
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stage(phase) of the scientific recognition in 1998 on general meeting in Moscow has passed also
academician of Academy economic sciences of Ukraine Valery Vasiljev (since 1999 the academician
AES&E of Russia).
г) Doctor of commerce of the FIRST LEVEL. The rule(situation,position) is approved for
certification of thesises on competition of a honorary academic rank " the doctor of commerce " for
the Ukrainian branch AES&E of Russia (is approved by the President AES&E of Russia
V.N.irichenko in 1996). For six years three are certificated dissertations of activity: the assistant of
the chief of the Azov marine shipping company Sergey Prusikov, chief of the Mariupol trade seaport
Anatoly Shtepa (has left from life in 2003) and President - chairman of the Azov Department of
AES&E Valery Vasiljev.
д) Doctor of commerce of the SECOND LEVEL. Four activities have passed the
statement(confirmation) by Presidium AES&E of Russia: the president of Soyuz of the industrialists
and businessmen of of Mariupol Konstantin Kozmiridy, scientific secretary of AES&E of Russia
Genadiy Denisov, chief of container department of AMSH Vitaliy Ushkalov, director of the
Ukrainian separation "Lukoyl" Alexander Nerush.
ж) Doctor of commerce of the THIRD LEVEL. Dissertations of activity of this level are dispatched
only on domestic libraries. In 1996 g at such level the scientific employee of the Mariupol Branch of
IELR NAS of Ukraine, major of space reconnaissance Sergey Shpak has preformed activity.
з) Member of scientific advice of the Azov (Ukrainian) Department of AES&E and honorary
member of scientific advice of the Azov Department of AES&E. The solution of general meeting of
AES&E of Russia (Moscow) of May 26, 1999 approved scientific advice of the Azov Department of
AES&E in a structure from 34 persons from 7 areas of Ukraine. In September, 2002 WAS
MATCHED by the President of AES&E five candidatures.
The frame AES&E (till 2000 - AES&E of Russia) much easier also has only four levels. But in
Moscow of highly qualified staff(frames) it is more both in science, and on practical activity. And
each scientist knows, that the creation of compensatory gears reaches a positive effect only at
complicating organizational frame. It also was realized in PriAzov in 1994-2004., when there was a
creation and becoming of the Azov (Ukrainian) Department (branch) AES&E of Russia.
This frame of public academic organization formed with huge difficulties and she allows maximum
to use authority of the scientific world(global) scientific community scientific and authoritative
thinks business managers. However, her(it) to use for Civil International Committee there is no
necessity because of complexity of perception no-instucionals in industrially developed countries of
hierarchy social - status of differences. At the same time we wanted to keep main principle which
was gobed up of frame of Academies of all world, - high motivation of each participant of project organization on achievement of higher social status. This principle social - status of inducing was
justified by us in Mariupol in 1985, when we with Genadiy Dmitriev (last sincere "lavrenist" in
Ukraine) send on its implementation on firms of a heavy industry in Eastern Europe.
Apparently, us it managed to be realized(sold) (see INTERNET - PAGE CIC).
5. Why we all the same managed to realize(sell) first steps on creation of Civil International
Committee? It was possible only at the expense of comprehension of actual motives of creative
activity for the outstanding PERSONS of World(global) science and culture. It is necessary to return
to the owing chiefs of science and culture in America and Western Europe, which one first on
methodical and at a practical level in 1967 have realized necessity of implementation of the
programs on moral support of creative activity of the Outstanding Persons. Therefore at this time
also were generated(set up) in USA the American Biographic Institute, and in England International Biographic Center of Cambridge. Only in 1989г. The principles social - status of
inducing were realized in Eastern Europe by the professors V.N.Kirichenko, V.N.Shenaev, Winner
of the Nobel Premium, director of Institute of economic researches of the New York University
V.V.Leontjf and former employee of UNESCO V.F.Jernocleev at creation of Academy of economic
sciences and enterprise activity of Russia.
I stress, what exactly the public and non-state character of the above named frames has stipulated
an actual capability of the data of organizations to work with intellectual(intelligent) elite practically
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of all countries of a World, having made prestigious participation of the Outstanding Persons of a
World in their activity.
But in 1999 the scientists on general meeting AES&E in Moscow transmit on backing up cycle of
activities " the MAIN(BASIC) THEORETIKO-METHODOLOGICAL PROBLEMS of OVERCOMING
of SYSTEM CRISES " on competition of the State Premium of Ukraine of 1999 in the field of science
and engineering, including the set up guidelines indispensable for preservation of state
independence of Ukraine. But the scientists PriAzov and all Azov (Ukrainian) Department of
AES&E transmit further and have routed this cycle of activities on discussion to the experts of
Commission of European Soyuz to Bruxelles (letter from 30.03.2001г. from Bruxelles).
These shares of steel Wasil Wasilevich Leontjef is possible only due to a leg on actual AUTHORITY
of such outstanding people, as. But we were possible managed and on AUTHORITY of New York
Academy of sciences, members of which one steel the economists of Mariupol per 1998, and
members of Company of 1817 "Heritage" of New York Academy of sciences - per 2000. If to speak
about support of the American Biographic Institute, actuation of the economists of Mariupol in one
of the most prestigious issuings ABI " 1000 Outstanding Intellectuals 21 sentury ", and also in
Exploratory Department of the Advisers ABI (no say about tens prompts to share in prestigious
nominations, were so well-timed, that a management(manual) and the experts of ABI have
deserved sincere thanks on our part. Also, as a management(manual) and experts of International
Biographic Center of Cambridge, which one not only enclose of the scientists - economists of
Mariupol in most prestigious in Europe issuing " 2000 Outstanding Intellectuals 21 centuries ", but
also have sent a Nominal Medal to the writer of the Law of PRESERVATION of a Labour Valery
Vasiljev, as nomonant of issuing of International Biographic Institute in 2003, no-say about tens
prompts to accept participations in most prestigious nominations. It was and remains so relevant
for authority of the Ukrainian science, that the only completed obscurantist it does not perceive and
hides straus' the head in chauvinistic durty.
But, if these public frames have the definite nationality, the Roman Club formed, as only civil
international frame under the initiative of the intellectuals of Italy. But has not passed and 50 years,
and the democratic processes in Eastern Europe have reached(achieved) such level, that the civil
initiative could be put forward by(with) the scientists - economists from TANAIS Region, but
already at new higher methodological level, integrating all previous experience, giving a task
maintenance of balanced intelligently - spiritual growth(increase).
The advance is obvious! We hope all this will interest the people's choices and state leaders.
Yours faithfully,
Alexander Vasiljev
The honorary member of AES&E of Russia, Vice-chairman of the Azov Department of AES&E,
The graduate of the Russian Academy of a public service at the President of Russian Federation
1992, Dr econ., high scies empl, cand.tech.scies, member of New York Academy of Sciences

